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● At the Los Angeles Times, we’ve kept a close eye on industry trends - while print circulation slowly declines, this 

creates an opportunity to engage our audience and reach new audiences with a robust digital offering

● We’ve experienced steady digital subscription growth over the last several years - and with a return to local 

ownership in 2018, have ambitious digital goals to meet each year for both acquisition and retention
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Long term print circulation and digital subscription trends Digital subscription growth 2015 to present

Respecting the Print Legacy While Driving Digital Growth



Digital Acquisition Goals - Pre and Post Coronavirus

● Today we face a very different challenge than 

we did in 2019 and at the onset of 2020

● With breaking coronavirus news that 

captivated the country, like publishers across 

the nation, we experienced a spike in 

subscriptions in early March

● As a result of that spike, as of May 28, we’re 

21% over our digital subscriber goal for the 

year

● Now the challenge is to retain these 

subscribers, while attracting new subscribers 

with non coronavirus news, to hit new digital 

subscription and revenue goals
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Coronavirus Spike



Digital Acquisition & Retention Strategy - Offer Strategy

● Purchase psychology studies indicate that offering too many options creates decision paralysis

● To simplify the choice, we offer 2 ways for users to subscribe - annually and monthly

● The annual offer is discounted at 50% off and the benefit back to the business is the projected 30% increase in 

retention for these subscribers. We also get more time to get these subscribers hooked on our content

● We also recently removed friction from our mobile check out process, which led to a 213% improvement in 

mobile conversion rate
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Digital Acquisition Strategy - Meeting Users Where They Are

● We use digital media as a channel to meet our 

readers and potential subscribers where they 

already are and try to add value to that interaction

● This allows us to reach users across a variety of 

channels like paid social, paid search, email, 

website, mobile app, etc. and to test and learn 

quickly about what content and messaging 

resonates with segmented groups of users

● In May so far, we’re beating our cost per acquisition 

goals by 50% through this test/learn strategy

● Partnership with the newsroom is key - the ongoing 

communication empowers marketing to know what 

content is coming to promote and empowers the 

newsroom to know what articles are driving 

conversions across different channels
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=19d5ZRZ1kEEAsOVjojX2rVMmU5NsXglVw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TV6AYXYIg1CSCV6jjHBZjrFY_txuLetI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CGr54oxrDXwHwtQiwddtN3mrDjAexJM2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WyUA8S7e0oU6CUL4GmWvRv54sX1U1WQT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1idUrz0D-O7jdDev5ppCxEQkiC-Uk2Ml9


Digital Acquisition Strategy - Getting Print Mix Subs to Activate Digital

● We achieved a 2% increase year-over-year in 

digitally activated print mix subs

● And a 121% improvement in web active (in last 30 

days) from Jan to May 2020

● We  continue to strive to improve both metrics, 

above, by increasing communication to print mix 

subscribers about the benefits of activating digital 

access

● For example, our welcome series for print mix subs 

features two emails that remind them to activate 

digital access - these emails beat open rate 

benchmarks by an average 51% and click-to-open 

rate benchmarks by an average 143%
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Driving Retention and Partnering with Data to Track Progress

● We believe that retention starts from the moment a user visits our 

website, interacts with one of our ads, signs up for a newsletter, etc.  for 

the first time

● We create really specific retention goals to build, nurture and sustain 

relationships with prospects and subscribers based on where they are in 

the journey. Below are just a few examples:

○ Signed up for a newsletter (/second/third newsletter)

○ Returned to site > 3X a week

○ Downloaded mobile app

○ Opened and clicked on email content

● Focusing on building journeys vs one off tactics, we recently updated our 

welcome series to include letters from 3 journalists across Food, Metro 

and Sports - all of which beat our open rate benchmark by an average of 

81%

● We’re also partnering with our data science team to measure all of the 

goals above and try to identify at risk subscribers before they churn, so 

we have a chance to re-engage them 13
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● In close partnership with the newsroom, we 

use digital to uniquely reach users in real time 

to drive brand affinity, loyalty and retention

● A recent example is the Pulitzer Prize email we 

sent to subscribers and prospects, written by 

Executive Editor Norman Pearlstine

● This email drove an open rate that was 93% 

above benchmark and a click-to-open rate that 

was 2X’s above benchmark

● We also find that when Los Angeles Times 

leadership, like our President & COO Chris 

Argentieri, send emails to our subscriber base, 

open rates tend to exceed benchmark by an 

average of 50%

Partnering with the Newsroom to Drive Impact in Communications



Partnering with Customer Service to Better Support Subscribers
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● It’s a channel that might get overlooked, but 

customer service is a key and important touch 

point for subscribers and prospects

● As digital offers, promotions and creative can 

change frequently, it’s critical that our customer 

service team has a view into subscriber and 

prospect communications from the brand

● We meet with the customer service team monthly 

to share marketing campaign updates, testing 

plans and upcoming email communications

● We also track data like win back saves by the 

customer service team, volume of calls about a 

specific communication or offer - and use this 

feedback as input to optimize the work



Key Takeaways

● Form relationships with key stakeholders across the newsroom, data teams, 

customer support teams

● Measure all customer touch points in detail and build company-specific 

benchmarks, by channel, audience segment, etc.

● Partner with data teams to create regularly refreshed dashboards that empower 

teams to make actionable decisions 

● Test and learn and test again

● Scale successes by sharing testing plans and results across the team 
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Thank You!
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- Q&A

- Discussion

- Other topics in this 
space?



Thank You

Stay in touch:

• Greatwesternaa.org

• Twitter – @greatwesternaa

• Facebook – Great Western Alliance

• LinkedIn – Great Western Alliance

• director@greatwesternaa.org

mailto:director@greatwesternaa.org

